Passerelles numériques Philippines
Organization Chart

**SELECTION**
- Irish May BULAN
  - Selection Manager
- Russelle May GARMA
  - Selection Officer/Educator

**EDUCATION**
- (TBA)

**EXTERNAL RELATIONS**
- Thessa TORRE
  - External Relations Manager
- Karl Micah LEPON
  - Comms. & Fundraising Coordinator

**ADMIN & FINANCE**
- Jeanne SALVE
  - Admin & Finance Manager
- Kristel MESIAS
  - Finance Officer
- Treshia Mae AMAD
  - Academic Officer
- Tresha Mae TORINO
  - Professional Life Trainer

**IT & TRAINING**
- (TBA)
- Jun Rey ANSING
  - Innovative Training Coordinator
- Arjay CHAN
  - System & Network Administrator
- (TBA)
- (TBA)

**IT & TRAINING**
- (TBA)

**1ST YEAR STUDENTS**
- Randy PAQUIBOT
  - Educator Coordinator
- Jay Ann CARZON
  - Educator
- Marilyn AVILA
  - House Parent
- Fe CABANDO
  - Security Guard

**2ND YEAR STUDENTS**
- Ericka Therese QUINAIN
  - Social Worker Educator
- Cristina MANLUNAS
  - Cook
- Catherine CUYOS
  - House Parent
- Amelita FORRUSUELO
  - Security Guard

**3RD YEAR STUDENTS**
- (TBA)
- (TBA)

**22 PN STAFF**
**22 LOCAL STAFF**
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